YEARS OF
30+
outerwear
Rain or shine, wind or calm, warm or cold, Sun Mountain makes outerwear to help golfers play through. Historically, we
have designed outerwear for three categories: rain, wind and thermal. Now, we are embracing the hybrid world we live
in today with three new categories: rain/wind, rain/thermal, and thermal/wind.

Windproof panels
insulated with
sustainable 37.5 fill

START

There is a place where inspiration and invention
conspire to change the game of golf. That place
is Missoula, Montana. In 1984, always thinking
founder Rick Reimers moved his small, independent
golf company to this picturesque, mountain town.
Decades and countless patents later, his vision still
leads us to one innovation after another.

Side panels with
4-way stretch
for playability
Durable
Water
Repellancy
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RAINWEAR
CIRQUE Jacket

CIRQUE Short-Sleeve

OUTERWEAR COLLECTION

TABLE OF

Sun Mountain is pleased to present our
2022-2023 outerwear line in an interactive
.pdf catalog. The format allows us to provide
you with more complete and up-to-date
information.
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TECHNOLOGY

GLOSSARY
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37.5®

DWR

37.5 Technology is a dynamic thermoregulation technology that triggers off humidity to enhance human
performance and comfort. When you are hot, 37.5
speeds evaporation and cooling; when you are cold,
37.5 returns the energy to warm the body.

The first layer of defense against rain, DWR (Durable
Water Repellancy) causes rain to bead up and run
off the shell fabric.

ZAMZA® LIGHT

YKK®

A premium Japanese fabric, Zamza is a pinnacle of
performance and comfort. It is highly breathable,
waterproof, and windproof with stretch and a supple
hand feel. Zamza ensures great comfort under
diverse weather conditions.

The gold standard in zipper quality, YKK has offices
and manufacturing facilities across the globe. YKK
continuously sets industry standards for quality,
service, value and innovation in the production of
fastening products such as zippers.

How does it work?

Particles up close
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TOP
PEAK
COLLE CT IO N

20K
50K

“ If you want a
comfortable,
high-performing
rain suit that will
certainly keep
you dry, this is it ”

CIRQUE
COLLECTION
The Cirque, our top peak rain collection, is highly waterproof, extremely breathable and quiet. The waterproof/
breathable membrane has a 20K waterproof rating and
an elite 50K breathability rating. The bonus is the level
of 4-way stretch in this fabric. Rarely with ratings like
this will you have a piece that combines all the attributes
of the Cirque. We pride ourselves in providing the most
playable rainwear on the market. The Cirque sets the
bar higher than ever. Two-year waterproof guarantee.

4-Way stretch fabric throughout.

Bill Bush
Drivingrangeheroes.com

# Technologies

Waterproof Breathable

4 Way
Stretch

Windproof

DWR

Adjustable

# Features
• Constructed with a three-layer Japanese
fabric with an elite 20K/50K waterproof
breathable rating
• High-quality, waterproof YKK zippers
throughout
• Mid-cinch system at waist
• Adjustable cuff
• Sizes: S-XXXL

Adjustable due to the mid-cinch
system in the hand warmer pockets.

3-Layer fabric with an elite 20K/50K
waterproof/breathable rating
12

# Black

# Navy
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New

CIRQUE SHORT-SLEEVE

20K
50K

The Short-Sleeve Pullover is the new addition to the
Cirque line. Being a short-sleeve pullover, this is the
ultimate player’s piece.

# Technologies

Waterproof Breathable

Windproof

DWR

4 Way
Stretch

Adjustable

# Black

# Features
• Constructed with a three-layer Japanese fabric with an elite
20K/50K waterproof/breathable rating
• High-quality, waterproof YKK zippers throughout
• Adjustable cuff
• Sizes: S-XXXL

# Navy

CIRQUE PANTS

20K
50K

The Cirque is our top-of-the-line rain pant.
Along with Cirque’s elite waterproof/breathable
rating, the pants are packed with features and
are built for comfort.

# Technologies

Waterproof Breathable

4 Way
Stretch

# Black
Windproof

Construction: Cirque is fully seam-sealed
with the highest quality three-layer seam tape.

DWR

Adjustable

# Features
• Auto-Fit stretch waist with zipper fly and belt loops
• Four pockets, including two front pockets with zippered
pass-through
• Two rear pockets: one with zipper closure and one with
Velcro closure
• YKK waterproof zippers on the front pockets
• Articulated knee for ease of movement
• Snap system at hem shortens pants 2.5 inches.
• Sizes: S-XXXL
New
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# Navy
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STRATUS COLLECTION

20K
20K

If you often play in a humid climate, the Stratus is a great choice.
The fabric is lightweight and comfortable, has mechanical stretch for freedom
of movement, and a 20K/20K waterproof/breathable rating. Front and back
vents add even more breathability. Two-year waterproof guarantee.

# Technologies

Mechanical Stretch improves
overall playability.

# Features
• Packable hood with cinch
• Front and back venting
• Adjustable waist & cuffs
• Partial mesh lining
• 20K/20K waterproof/breathable rating
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL available in Black)

OLIVE

# Black

STRATUS PANTS
# Features
• Elastic waist with
zipper fly, belt loops
and cinch cord
• Five pockets, including
wallet and tee pockets
• 20K/20K waterproof/
breathable rating
• Deep lower leg zippers
for easy on and off
• Cinch system at leg
opening
• Sizes: S-XXXL
# Black/Steel/Inferno

New

# Sage

# Navy/Black

# Black

STRATUS LONG-SLEEVE

Snap cinch system at
leg opening narrows the
width of the pant leg.

# Features
• Mechanical stretch
• 20K/20K waterproof/
breathable rating
• Front and back venting
• Partial mesh lining
• Adjustable waist & cuffs
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL
available in selected colors)

# Black
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New

# Sage/Black

# Navy/White/Red
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RAINFLEX ELITE COLLECTION

15K
15K

For years RainFlex has been one of our top-selling waterproof collections
due to comfort. The new RainFlex® Elite is made with a fabric that has all
the great attributes of the original RainFlex, with the added benefit of being
more waterproof and breathable. In fact, we essentially doubled the waterproof/breathability rating to 15K/15K. Due to its 4-way stretch, quiet nature,
comfort, and breathability, RainFlex Elite will continue to be the popular
choice for variable conditions. Two-year waterproof guarantee.

RAINFLEX ELITE

# Technologies

Waterproof Breathable

Windproof

Quiet

JACKET

# Features

4 Way
Stretch

• Constructed with Zamza, a four-way
stretch knit Japanese fabric
• Fully seam-sealed, waterproof
and breathable
• Stand-up, comfort collar
• Adjustable hem and cuffs
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL available in Black)

Adjustable

Lined for comfort
and warmth

# Mirage

RAINFLEX ELITE

LONG-SLEEVE &
SHORT-SLEEVE PULLOVER

# Features

# Black

• Constructed with Zamza,
a four-way stretch knit
Japanese fabric
• Fully seam-sealed, water
proof and breathable
• Stand-up, comfort collar
• Deep zipper for easy on and off
• Fully lined
• Zippered hand-warmer pockets
• Sizes: M-XXL
(S & XXXL available in selected
colors)

# Platinum

Snap system at hem
shortens pants 2.5”.

# Steel

# Black

# Royal

RAINFLEX ELITE
PANTS

# Features
• Partial elastic waist with
zipper fly and belt loops
• Snap system at hem
shortens pants 2.5 inches
• Deep lower leg zippers
• Three zippered pockets include
wallet and hand-warmer pockets
• Sizes: S-XXXL

# Platinum
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# Black

# Navy

# Mirage/Navy

# Black
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15K

MONSOON
COLLECTION

PACKABILITY
Monsoon jackets stow away
in its own back pocket.

We continue to expand our top-selling
collection. We started with a jacket and
pant, added a short-sleeve a year later
and now are introducing the Hooded
Monsoon Jacket. The Monsoon Collection
is constructed with a waterproof fabric
that features a 15K-rated waterproof
membrane, mechanical stretch, a soft,
quiet hand, and excellent drape.
Two-year waterproof guarantee.

# Technologies

20

Waterproof

Stretch

Adjustable

DWR

Windproof

Feather
Light

An essential piece of gear,
the Monsoon Collection
offers qualities that are
unique at this price point.
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15K

MONSOON SHORT-SLEEVE
# Features
• 15K waterproof rating
• Mechanical stretch for freedom of movement
• Fully seam-sealed, with a DWR finish
• Zip-through collar and inner storm flap for extra
weather protection
• Zippered hand warmer pockets with storm flaps
• Stows away in its own pocket
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL available in selected colors)

MONSOON JACKET
# Features
• 15K waterproof rating
• Fully seam-sealed, with a DWR finish
• Mechanical stretch for freedom of movement
• Zip-through collar and inner storm flap for extra weather
protection
• Zippered hand warmer pockets with storm flaps
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL available in selected colors)

# Royal/Black

# Black

# Navy/Black

# Platinum

# Platinum/Black

# Red/Black

New

# Royal/Black

# Steel/Black

New

# Infinity/Navy

# Red/Steel

New

# Navy/Black

# Black

New

# Glacier/Steel

New

# Infinity/Navy

# Sage/Black

MONSOON PANTS

MONSOON HOODED JACKET

# Features

# Features

• Due to the fabric’s mechanical stretch
and excellent drape this pant looks and
functions like a higher-end rain pant.
• Elastic waist with drawstring
• Deep lower leg zippers for easy on and off
• Three pockets
• Pants can be hemmed up two inches
• Sizes: S - XXXL

• Fully seam-sealed, with a DWR finish
• Jacket stows away in its own pocket.
• Zip-through collar and inner storm flap
for extra weather protection
• Lightly elasticized waist and cuffs
• Zippered hand warmer pockets with
storm flaps
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL available in
selected colors)

# Black

# Black/Steel
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# Sage/Black

# Navy/Glacier
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TOP
PEAK
CO L L E CT IO N

GRANITE II
COLLECTION

Granite is a packable, ultralight, quilted puffy
powered by 37.5® insulation. The key feature
of 37.5 insulation is its ability to make you
comfortable, which ultimately helps you
perform better. When you’re cold it warms you,
when warm it cools you. For Fall 2022, we are
offering the Granite Jacket and Vest and the
new Reversible Granite Jacket and Vest.

Outerwear
designed to
control your
core temp and
keep you
comfortable.

# Technologies
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New

GRANITE REVERSIBLE JACKET & VEST

GRANITE JACKET & VEST

Based on the successful launch of the Granite, we’ve added a reversible jacket and vest to
the collection. Delivering two distinct looks, the Reversible gives you a two-for-one.

The ultralight Granite is insulated with 37.5® which retains body heat, while 37.5 active
particles embedded in the insulation accelerate vapor movement and prevent overheating
in moderate conditions. The result is a lightweight technical piece that keeps you
comfortable in a wide range of conditions.

# Features

# Technologies

# Features

• Lightweight, windproof woven shell
• Internal and external chest pockets plus
handwarmer pockets
• 37.5 insulation is chemical free and
performs throughout the lifetime
of the garment.
• Packable
• Sizes: M-XXL
(S & XXXL available in selected colors)

• Lightweight, windproof woven shell
• Internal and external chest pockets
plus handwarmer pockets
• Zip-through collar with chin guard
• Packable
• Sizes: M-XXL
(S & XXXL available in selected colors)

# Black
# Sage/Black

# Pacific/Steel
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# Steel/Pacific

# Platinum/Mirage

# Technologies

# Mirage/Platinum

# Fiery Red/Navy

# Platinum

# Navy

# Saffron

# Fiery Red

# Saffron

# Fiery Red

# Pacific

New

# Gecko

# Black/Fiery Red

# Black/Platinum

# Black

# Steel

New

# Mirage

# Pacific

New

# Gecko
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TOP
PEAK
C O LLE C TI ON

COLTER
COLLECTION
New

Our top-selling insulated collection, the Colter keeps you warm and
allows an unrestricted swing. In the
Colter, we are using patented 37.5®
premium insulation, which makes
you more comfortable by helping you
control your core temperature. The
insulation retains body heat, while
37.5 active particles embedded in the
insulation accelerate vapor movement
and prevent overheating and moisture
build-up. Strategically placed stretch
panels provide freedom of movement.
The overall result is a multi-use,
comfortable, lightweight technical
piece that is warm, without the bulk.

# Black

# Technologies

# Sage

# Navy

# Pacific
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# Steel

# Features
• Adjustable, insulated hood
• Strategically-placed stretch panels for playability
• Insulated body panels keep your core warm.
• Four pockets, including internal and external chest pockets
• Sizes: S-XXXL

New

‘Controls
Your
Core
Temp’

# Platinum/Heather

COLTER BLANKET

# Black/Pacific

# Navy/Fiery Red

# Features
• 50” X 60” with a customizable panel
• Packable blanket transforms into a pillow.
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COLTER VEST
# Features
• Clean, unquilted appearance
• Two hand warmer pockets plus internal and external
chest pockets
• Strategically placed stretch panels
• Zip-through collar with chin-guard
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL available in selected colors)

# Steel/Black

# Black

# Platinum/Black

# Sage

# Pacific

COLTER LS PULLOVER
# Features
• Deep chest zipper for easy on and off
• Strategically placed stretch panels for playability
• Insulated panels keep your core warm.
• Two hand warmer pockets plus internal and external
chest pockets
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL available in selected colors)

# Fiery Red

# Steel
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# Black

# Navy

# Platinum
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TOP
PEAK
C O LLEC TI O N

TRAPPER JACKET
The Trapper Jacket is unique. It is the most playable
insulated jacket on the market due to the 4-way
stretch properties of the fabric. Made with Zamza
Light, a lightweight proprietary Japanese fabric,
the Trapper is also extremely water-resistant and
windproof. The insulation in this puff jacket is 37.5,
a patented technology which works to maintain an
ideal core temperature, enabling you to perform
better, longer. Trapper is perfect for golfing on
cooler, blustery days.
# Black

# Platinum

# Technologies

Zamza Light fabric has 4-way stretch and is
windproof and extremely water-resistant.

# Navy

# Features
• 37.5 insulation is permanent and never
washes out or gets tired.
• Water-resistant fabric with four-way
stretch throughout
• Zip-through collar with chin-guard
• Chest pocket
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL available in Black)

The most playable
insulated jacket
on the market
32
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TOP
PEAK
C O LLEC TI O N

SUMMIT

COLLECTION
# Black

# Infinity

# Steel/Red

# Navy

Fabric is highly water-resistant

Summit is made with a new
version of Zamza Light, a
premium fabric. It is the lightest,
windproof knit fabric available.
This ultralight, highly waterresistant fabric with incredible
stretch makes the Summit our
top peak wind collection.

# Technologies

# Royal/Navy

# Platinum/Steel

# Features
• Fabric is feather-light, highly water-resistant,
and windproof with 4-way stretch.
• Stand-up, zip-through collar
• Hidden chest pocket
• Deep chest zipper for easy on and off
• Lightweight, narrow elastic hem and cuffs
(on the long-sleeve)
• Sizes: M-XXL
( S & XXXL available in Black)

Ultralight
With
Incredible
Stretch

# Black
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TOP
PEAK
C O LLE C TI O N

HEADWALL
COLLECTION

The Headwall is a multi-functional collection for
golf or just about any activity that gets you out
on a cool, crisp day. The single-layer fabric has
an attractive sweater knit face and a brushed
fleece interior which combine for quiet comfort
and warmth.

New

# Mirage

New

# Sage

# Platinum

# Black

New

# Teak

# Technologies

# Black

# Platinum

# Features
• 4-way stretch
• Chest pocket
• Stand-up collar for warmth
• Vest has lined front panels for
wind protection.
• Sizes: M-XXL (S & XXXL available
in selected colors)
New
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# Sage

New

# Mirage
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TOP
PEAK
C O LLEC TI O N

4-way stretch fabric provides
comfort through the swing.

BRIDGER PULLOVER
The Bridger is made with a high-end,
luxurious fabric. The outer face is peached,
while the inside is brushed. The result is a
comfortable pullover with significant 4-way
stretch, a high weight-to-warmth ratio and
wicking properties. The Bridger is classic
enough to wear anywhere but is built for golf.
# Platinum Heather

# Black Heather

# Lavender Heather

New

# Teak Heather

New

# Features

# Technologies

• Self-fabric banded cuffs and hem
• Zip-through collar
• Deep-cut YKK zipper for easy on and off
• Significant 4-way stretch
• Sizes: M-XXL
(S & XXXL available in selected colors)

Thermal

4 Way
Stretch

# Mirage Heather

Moisture
Wicking

Quiet

‘Classic enough to
wear anywhere but
built for golf ’
38
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PRYOR PULLOVER
Pryor is a mid-weight, fitted pullover made
with a Peruvian-combed cotton blended
with polyester. The ultra-soft, easy-care
garment is so comfortable you’ll want to
wear it everywhere.

Thermal

4 Way
Stretch

Quiet

Breathable

Moisture
Wicking

# Features
• 4-way stretch for playability
• Breathable and moisture-wicking
• Deep-cut center front zipper for easy on/off
• Zip-through collar
• Sizes: M-XXL

New

# Black

MADISON HOODIE
Constructed with an easy-care, moisturewicking, poly/spandex fabric, the Madison
keeps you cool and dry. This lightweight
hoodie, with four-way stretch, moves with
you and is perfect for days when a light
layer is all you need.
# Sierra
Thermal

4 Way
Stretch

Quiet

Moisture
Wicking

# Black Heather

Breathable

# Features
• Moisture-wicking fabric with a soft hand
• 4-way stretch
• Lightweight, easy-care fabric
• Binding at cuff for comfort and fit
• Sizes: M-XXL
(S & XXXL available in selected colors)

# Mirage
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# Sage

# Navy
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SECOND LAYER PULLOVER
The Second Layer is comfortable and functional due to its 4-way
stretch and moisture-wicking properties. It is a lightweight,
peached pullover, with an incredibly soft hand, which works well on
its own or as a base layer. Due to its versatility, Second Layer is a
popular choice.

# Technologies

Second Layer is one
of our best-selling styles
due to its versatility and
soft hand

Thermal

# Black

# Pacific Heather
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4 Way
Stretch

# Features

Breathable

New

# Navy

New

# Red

Quiet

Moisture
Wicking

• Lightweight, peached pullover with
4-way stretch
• Deep-cut center front zipper for easy
on and off
• Comfortable, functional and technical
• Moisture-wicking
• Sizes: M-XXL
(S & XXXL available in selected colors)

# Steel Heather

New

# Sage

# Platinum

New

# Gecko
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SILVERTIP POLO
The Silvertip Polo is made with a moisture-wicking, quick-drying
fabric that is easy to care for. The two-piece, self-fabric collar
allows for a better fit and cleaner appearance.

# Technologies

Moisture
Wicking

4 Way
Stretch

# Features

Quiet

The moisture-wicking,
quick-drying fabric keeps a golfer
more comfortable in warm weather.

• Easy-care fabric
• 3-button placket
• Two-piece, self-fabric collar
• Four-way stretch
• Sizes: S-XXXL

Breathable Thermal
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# Platinum

# Black Heather

# Royal Heather

# Lavender Heather

New

New

# Navy

# Gecko

New

New

# Red

# White
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Retro
COLLECTION
New

REVERSIBLE LETTERMAN JACKET

# Technologies

Luxurious fleece reverses to a windproof, water-resistant shell
for two different looks and functions. On cooler days, you will
want to wear the fleece on the inside, while on warmer days you
may prefer the reverse.

# Features
• Sherpa fleece is highly durable and soft to the touch.
• Fleece side has zippered chest and hand warmer pockets.
• Woven side has hand warmer pockets.
• High-quality, flat-knit rib banded cuffs and hem
• Roomy cut
• Sizes: M-XXL
(S & XXXL available in Black/Steel/Inferno)

# Sage/Steel

# Teal/Steel/Platinum

# Navy/Platinum

# Black/Steel/Inferno
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RETRO PUFF VEST

# Technologies

The Retro Puff Vest has a slim
profile and a forgiving fit. Due to
the combination of the stretch
side panels and a flat-knit rib
bottom, the Retro Puff Vest is one
of the most comfortable vests
we’ve ever offered.

# Features
• 37.5 insulation retains body heat, while 37.5
active particles embedded in the insulation
accelerate vapor movement and prevent
overheating and moisture build-up.
• 37.5 insulation is chemical-free and never
washes out or grows tired.
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: M-XXL
(S & XXXL available in selected colors)
# Teal/Sierra

# Navy/Saffron

# Black/Inferno

One of the most
comfortable vests
we’ve offered.
48
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20K
20K

STRATUS
COLLECTION
If you often play in a humid climate, the Stratus
is a great choice. The fabric is lightweight
and comfortable, has mechanical stretch
for freedom of movement, and a 20K/20K
waterproof/breathable rating. Front and back
vents add even more breathability. Two-year
waterproof guarantee.

# Black/White

# Platinum/Black

New

# Pacific

Vents add more breathability.
# Technologies

Waterproof

DWR

Stretch

STRATUS PANTS

Windproof
Light

Adjustable

# Features
• Packable hood with cinch
• 2-way zipper
• Partial mesh lining
• 20K/20K waterproof/breathable rating
• Adjustable cuffs and zippered pockets
• Sizes: S-XL
(XS & XXL available in Black/White)

# Features
• Flattering, slim cut
• Elastic waistband with
zipper closure
• Snap system allows
pants to be shortened by
two inches.
• Two zippered pockets
• Deep lower leg zippers
• Sizes: XS-XL

# Black

20K/20K waterproof/
breathable rating
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15K
15K

RAINFLEX ELITE COLLECTION
4-way stretch fabric moves
with you through the swing.

For years RainFlex has been our top-selling waterproof
collection for women due to comfort. Now we bring you
RainFlex Elite, which is constructed with a new 4-way
stretch, knit fabric that was validated in humid, rainy SE
Asian countries. Previous versions of RainFlex had an
8K/8K waterproof/breathable rating, while the new RainFlex
Elite has a 15K/15K rating. Like original RainFlex, the Elite
is distinguished by its quietness, 4-way stretch and overall
comfort when playing. Two-year waterproof guarantee.

# Black

# Jacket Features
• Constructed with Zamza, a four-way stretch knit
Japanese fabric
• Fully seam-sealed, waterproof, windproof and breathable
• Two-way, center front zipper
• Comfort collar with a locking zipper pull
• Hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: S-XL (XS & XXL available in Black)

# Navy

# Technologies

Waterproof Breathable

4 Way
Stretch

Windproof

Quiet

Adjustable

# Navy

PANTS FEATURES
# Black

• Partial elastic waist with belt loops and zippered closure
• Snap system at hem shortens pants 2 inches.
• Deep lower leg zippers for easy on and off
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: S-XL

# Black
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15K

MONSOON

Mechanical stretch allows
2-way stretch so the garment
moves with you.

COLLECTION

Our top-selling collection, the Monsoon offers
qualities that are unique at this price point.
Monsoon is constructed with a waterproof
fabric that features a 15K-rated waterproof
membrane; mechanical stretch; a soft, quiet
hand; and excellent drape. All of which make
Monsoon an essential piece of gear to keep in
your bag. Two-year waterproof guarantee.

“Monsoon
offers features
that are unique
at this
price point.”

# Technologies

Waterproof

Stretch

Feather
Light

Windproof

DWR

Adjustable

New MONSOON PARKA
# Features
• Fully seam-sealed, with a DWR finish
• E-Z Zip full-length, two-way vislon zipper
• Storm flaps snap over the center front zipper and pocket
zippers to provide extra weather protection.
• Adjustable cuffs
• Cinch system on hood
• Sizes: S-XL
(XS & XXL available in Black)

MONSOON PANTS
# Features
• Single-layered,
fully seam-sealed and
waterproof
• Elastic waist with
drawstring
• Deep lower leg zippers
for easy on and off
• Hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: XS-XXL

# Black
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# Sage

# Pacific

# Black
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MONSOON SHORT-SLEEVE

15K
# Technologies

# Features
• Stows away in its own pocket
• Fully seam-sealed and waterproof, with a DWR finish
• Zip-through collar and inner storm flap for extra
weather protection
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: S-XL (XS & XXL available in Black)

Waterproof

Stretch

Feather
Light

Windproof

# Black

DWR

Adjustable

# Navy/White

New

# Lavender

New

# Sage

# Platinum/White

MONSOON JACKET
# Features
• Fully seam-sealed and waterproof, with a DWR finish
• Fabric has two-way stretch
• Stows away in its own pocket
• Zip-through collar and inner storm flap for extra
weather protection
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: S-XL (XS & XXL available in selected colors)

# Black

# Jazzy
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# White/Platinum

New

# Lavender

# Navy/White

New

# Pacific
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TOP
PEAK
COLL E CT IO N

SUMMIT
JACKET

# Black

# Nile

Summit is made with a new version
of Zamza® Light, the lightest knit,
windproof fabric available. This
ultralight, highly water-resistant fabric
with incredible 4-way stretch makes the
Summit our top peak wind collection.

# Technologies

4 Way
Stretch

Windproof

DWR

Quiet

Feather
Light

# Features
• Stand-up, zip-through collar
• Fabric is feather-light, highly water-resistant, and
windproof with 4-way stretch
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Lightly gathered elastic hem and cuffs
• Sizes: XS-XL (XXL available in Black)
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Ultralight
With
Incredible
Stretch

Fabric is highly water-resistant
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TOP
PEAK
C O LLEC TI O N

COLTER
COLLECTION
New

Our top-selling insulated collection, the Colter
keeps you warm and allows an unrestricted
swing. In the Colter we are using patented
37.5® premium insulation, which makes you
more comfortable by helping control your
core temperature. The insulation retains body
heat, while 37.5 active particles embedded in
the insulation accelerate vapor movement and
prevent overheating and moisture build-up.
Strategically placed stretch panels provide
freedom of movement. The overall result is a
multi-use, comfortable, lightweight technical
piece that is warm, without being bulky.

# Navy

# Black

# Features

# Lavender

# Sage

# Technologies

• Insulated body panels keep your core warm
• Strategically-placed stretch panels for playablilty
• Four pockets, including internal and external chest pockets
• Zip-through collar with chin guard
• Sizes: S-XL (XS & XXL available in selected colors)

# Pacific

# Platinum
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# Black

# Sage
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TOP
PEAK
C O LLEC TI O N

AT HYBRID COLLECTION
Due to AT Hybrid’s styling and functionality, it has
been very well received. The stretch fabric provides
freedom of movement and a comfortable fit, while
the 37.5® premium insulation retains body heat
and prevents overheating. The overall result is an
ultra-comfortable, multi-purpose piece.

# Black

# Features

37.5 insulation is made
from recycled polyester fibers.

• Lightweight, windproof, quilted panels
• Patented 37.5® premium insulation
• Strategically-placed stretch panels
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: S-XL (XS & XXL available in selected colors)

# Technologies

Thermal

Quiet

Windproof

4 Way
Stretch

# Navy

# Black
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# Navy

New

# White/Steel

# White/Steel

New

# Jade

# Orchid
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TOP
PEAK
COLLE C T IO N

KINTLA
PARKA

One of our top-selling women’s
styles, the Kintla Parka is made
with a luxurious knit fabric that
is ideal for cooler days or after
your workout. The inside is lightly
brushed, which results in a cozy,
comfortable midweight jacket.
The longer silhouette creates an
attractive, versatile top layer.

# Black

New

# Navy

Mid-cinch system at waist.
# Technologies

Thermal

Quiet

4 Way
Stretch

# Features
• Drop tail hem
• Mid-cinch system at waist
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Thumb holes for warmth
• Drawstring on hood
• Sizes: S-XL
(XS-XXL available in Black)

Designed for
an active
lifestyle
66
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TOP
PEAK
C O LLEC TI O N

HEADWALL JACKET
A single layer, full-zip jacket, the Headwall has
an attractive sweater knit face and cozy, brushed
fleece interior. Headwall is one of our top peak
thermals because of its premium fabric and
overall comfort. The Headwall is a multi-functional
garment for just about any activity which gets you
out on a cool, crisp day.

# Technologies

Thermal

Quiet

Moisture
Wicking

4 Way
Stretch

# Black

Fabric with sweater knit face
and comfy fleece interior.

# Platinum

New

# Sage

# Features
• 4-way stretch
• Stand-up, zip-through collar for warmth and comfort
• Zippered hand warmer pockets
• Sizes: S-XL (XS-XXL available in Platinum)
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SECOND LAYER PULLOVER
Second Layer, our highly successful women’s
thermal piece, is comfortable and functional
due to its significant 4-way stretch, moisturemanagement properties and incredibly soft
hand. Second Layer is perfect by itself or as a
layering piece.

# Technologies

Moisture
Wicking

4 Way
Stretch

Quiet

Thermal

Breathable

# Black

# Navy

# Bahama Heather

# Features
• 4-way stretch fabric
• Moisture-wicking
• Slim cut
• Sizes: S-XL (XS & XXL available in all colors except Pear)

# Steel Heather

New

# Lavender Heather

New

# Pear

SECOND LAYER HOODED
The combination of peached fabric and
hooded, full-zip styling is a powerful
combination. Zippered pockets and thumb
holes complete the package. Once the
hooded Second Layer started shipping, it
became an immediate success.

# Technologies
New

Thermal

4 Way
Stretch

Quiet

# Black

# Platinum Heather

Breathable Moisture
Wicking

# Features
• Hooded, with cinch cords
• Thumb holes
• Hidden hand warmer pockets
• Slim cut
• Sizes: S-XL
(XS & XXL available in Pacific Heather and Black)

New
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# Mirage

New

# Pacific Heather

New

# Jade
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CUSTOM
REPRESENT YOUR TEAM,
UNIVERSITY, CLUB OR
CORPORATION
We offer two ways to customize Sun Mountain
outerwear: embroidery and heat transfer technology*.
Our skilled in-house professionals operate precise
machinery for an end result that showcases your logo
and won’t affect the product’s performance. Each year
thousands of clubs, corporations, sports teams and
universities rely on us to embellish the Sun Mountain
outerwear they purchase with their logos and crests.
* Heat transfer technology not available on Colter models.

DISCOVER MORE
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FOUR DISPLAY OPTIONS ARE
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Quality presentation attracts consumers to products
and provides the information they need to make buying
decisions. The result is greater sales with less one-onone sales effort. Sun Mountain® displays are bright,
attractive and easy to set up. They help you use space
wisely and are free of charge with qualifying orders.
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The sale of Sun Mountain products requires adherence to the
following sales policy.

SIZE CHART

Sun Mountain is committed to producing the highest quality golf
products in the industry and to selling its products through pro shops
and retailers that reflect the company’s high standards with regard
to product promotion. Sun Mountain has determined that consumer loyalty to its products develops best when those products are
sold through quality-based distribution channels by retailers and pro
shops that provide superior customer service. In order to protect the
quality image of all Sun Mountain products purchased and resold
through various outlets in the golf marketplace, Sun Mountain has
established the following sales policy.
1. Sun Mountain will continue to value the business of customers
who, in its view, share the company’s commitment to excellence.
2. All Sun Mountain accounts are encouraged to display and sell
the complete Sun Mountain product line. Support of selected
products to the exclusion of other Sun Mountain products is strongly
discouraged.

Sleeve
Length

SIZE CHART MEN
Waist
Inseam
Chest
Sleeve Length

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

X-LARGE

XX-LARGE XXX-LARGE

28-30

32-34

35-37

38-40

42-44

46+

31.5

32

32.5

33

33.5

33.5

34-36

38-40

42-44

46-48

50-52

54-56

33

34

35

36

37

38

3. Customers are strongly encouraged to sell Sun Mountain products
at or above published Sun Mountain minimum advertised prices.
Advertisements or other printed materials that specify prices lower
than the established minimum advertised prices are prohibited. Sun
Mountain has determined that pro shops and retailers who advertise
at a discount from Sun Mountain’s minimum advertised prices substantially
erode the quality-based distribution channels for its products and
the superior product and quality image invested in by Sun Mountain
Sports, Inc., and attached by the consumer to its products and their
respective trade names.
4. All Sun Mountain accounts/distributors/resellers must pay invoices
in accordance with the payment terms stated on each invoice.
5. Sun Mountain may refuse to sell products to customers who:
a. Redistribute those products to outlets not owned by the purchaser
unless authorized in writing by Sun Mountain;
b. Sell those products from locations other than those known by Sun
Mountain;
c. Sell any products which, in the opinion of Sun Mountain, infringe
upon patents, trademarks or trade dress rights of Sun Mountain or its
affiliates;
d. Engage in any type of sales practice which is illegal or which could
have a negative impact on Sun Mountain’s superior product and quality image;
e. Engage in any form of deceptive or disparaging advertising practices
including misleading advertising, “bait and switch” advertising, and
the use of Sun Mountain products as “loss leaders” in advertising;

Chest
Waist

SIZE CHART WOMEN
Waist
Hip
Inseam
Chest
Women Size

X-SMALL

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

X-LARGE

XX-LARGE

24-26

26-28

28-30

30-32

32-34

34-36

32.5-35

35-37.5

37.5-40

40-42.5

42.5-44.5

44.5-46.5

29

30

31

32

33

34

32-34

34-36

36-38

38-42

43-45

46-48

2-4

4-6

8-10

12-14

16-18

18-20

*all measurements are in inches.
**Measurements refer to body size, not garment dimensions.
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Hip

f. Publish any advertisements for Sun Mountain products that specifically refer to prices lower than the published minimum advertised
prices;
g. Fail to comply with applicable federal, state, county and local
laws and ordinances regulating sales and advertising practices by
retailers;
h. Fail to maintain an experienced and trained staff of golf equipment sales professionals to assist and advise consumers in the selection of their equipment; or
i. Fail to provide and maintain attractive facilities for consumers to
view and be properly fitted for all Sun Mountain products.

Inseam

CHARGES:

All prices are subject to change without notice.

WARRANTY

Sun Mountain warrants its products to be free of defects in materials and
workmanship. We will repair or replace products at our option. Normal
wear and fading of products is not considered a manufacturer’s defect. This warranty does not apply to normal deterioration caused
by wear and abuse. In this case, we will repair the item for a nominal
charge. Sun Mountain is the sole judge of any claim or warranty.

BAGS & CARTS

Sun Mountain warrants its bags to be free of defects in materials and
workmanship for one year from date of purchase. Different carts
have specific warranties that are described in product literature. This
warranty does not apply to normal deterioration caused by wear
and abuse. Sun Mountain may choose to send parts or replace the
product. Sun Mountain is the sole judge of any claim or warranty.

OUTERWEAR

Different garments have specific warranties that are described in attached
product literature. All returned items will be tested for defect and
repaired or replaced at the sole discretion of Sun Mountain.

SHIPPING

All goods are FOB Missoula, Montana, shipped standard ground
service. Common carrier and express services are available upon
request. We may choose to ship via express service when the cost of
such service is to the benefit of the customer.

SUBSTITUTION POLICY

In the interest of shipping requested product quantities and to ensure customers receive optimal freight rates, Sun Mountain may substitute product colors based on availability unless otherwise requested.
Substitutions will be made judiciously and in colors consistent with the
original request.

RETURN POLICY

Before returning any merchandise, you must receive an authorization number from our Customer Service Department. Defective
items must be clearly marked as to the nature of the defect. Please
take care to pack return items to ensure that no damage will occur
in shipping.
- Non-defective merchandise will be accepted if returned within
30 days of the original shipping date. A 10% restocking fee, as well
as freight charges incurred, will be charged on refused or returned
merchandise.
- Items that are special ordered, modified, fabricated or embroidered
to special requirements cannot be returned.
- Freight charges for refusal of merchandise or orders returned
without authorization are the responsibility of the customer.
- Many problems encountered with bags and carts can be repaired
without returning the merchandise. Please do not return any product
without authorization. Do not assume that damaged or defective
merchandise will be credited.

CANCELLATION

To cancel an order, call our Customer Service Department to obtain a cancellation number. Refused orders which have not been assigned a cancellation number will be subject to the restocking fee
as well as freight charges incurred. Custom orders or products which
are nonstandard in any way may not be cancelled.

SHIPPING DISCREPANCIES

If a shipment is received short or damaged, you must file a claim
with the carrier immediately, before notifying Sun Mountain. Do not
discard original shipping cartons as this is frequently used to determine
responsibility or damage.
These policies are not meant to be exhaustive, or to confer any rights
upon customers not conferred by express agreement. Sun Mountain
reserves the right to change these policies.

PAYMENT TERMS:

For approved accounts, we offer variable terms based on sales
programs. New accounts are required to submit a Sun Mountain credit
application, which is available through any of our representatives or
our New Account Department. Late payment will result in delay of
future orders as well as the application of a finance charge based
on a rate of 9.95% annually.
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